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Abstract
Of the various mental states or attitudes, bel/ef and knowledge are the two that have received most attention

in artificial intelligence due to their having been considered the "core" attitudes upon which reasoning is built. In
recent years the development of systems that perform complex tasks involving interaction with other entities has led
to the investigation of many other mental attitudes. However, these investigations have not always benefited from
the results of investigation into belief and knowledge. This paper has two gosh: first, to increase the awareness that
problems associated with "belief" often apply to any mental attitude and that solutions for belief can be adapted
for those other attitudes; and, second, to show that this is the case for a particular problem, namely the attribution
of "belief" to agents.

1 Introduction

Work in artificial intelligence (AI) on the modeling of mental states or attitudes of reasoning entities (agents) 
traditionally concentrated on belie/and knowledge, and the problems of these two mental attitudes have received much
intensive investigation as a result. In recent years, however, researchers have begun to approach the problem of the
construction of more complete reasoning systems that interact with other agents (human or non-human) and have
found that this cannot be accomplished with just those two attitudes. Rather, a panoply of mental attitude and states
must often be modeled, including desirc, intention, obligation, goals, plans, ability, choice, commitment, hope, and
perception.

While research into these other mentalistic notions has benefited to a certain degree from research into knowledge
and belief, there may be yet greater benefit possible than has so far been achieved. To this end, this paper makes two
contributions:

(i) It is not often reulised that many of the problems associated with "belief" apply, in general, to any notion that
demarcates a "mental universe". Similarly, the solutions to these problems can be applied to those other notions.
A number of such problems are demonstrated, and their solutions applied to various other mental attitudes.

As a special case of (i), the problem of attributing mental attitudes is considered, and experience gained from
investigating belief attribution is applied to the question of ascribing other mental attitudes.

2 Problems of Belief = Problems of Mental Boundary Markers

The emphasis of the our previous work has been on properties of the mental state of belief (Ballim (1987), Bullim
(1992b), Bailim (1993), Ballim & Wilks (1990), Ballim & Wilks (1991a), Ballim & Wilks (1991b), Wilks 
(1987)). In particular, we have been concerned with the practical problem of determining the contents of belief states
of different agents from the perspective of a system that is interacting with them via dialogue. In other words, the
formation of nested models of the beliefs of others, and reeursiveiy their beliefs of each other and of the system. This
also entails investigating questions of belief representation and maintenance, and the problems that lie therein.

The objective of this section is to highlight that various problems that are classically considered problems of belief
are problems for any mentalistic notion which can be considered to define a boundary between mental universes. This
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term, "mental universe" needs some explanation. The intuition is that a mental universe is a collection of "terms"
(or, what one might loosely call "concepts") that are the objects of "thought" of an agent.

Of course, a topic that is of concern for any system the reasons about/with the mental states of agents concerns
the objects about which the system expresses propositions. More precisely, presnmlug that the representation is built
of terms and functions and relations between the terms, what then is the status of those terms?

One approach might be to take a straightforward model-theoretic method and say that these terms form a domain
such that each object in the domain has a denotation in the world. This has s certain appeal (one can make claims
about the system having a model-theoretlc semantics of the world), but with respect to attitudes of agents towards
propositions, it has serious problems. Not the least of these is that terms that appear to mean the same thing (by
which it is meant that they refer to the same thing in the world) do not necessarily have the same meaning when used
in belief contexts, nor (as will be shown further down) in contexts of other mental attitudes.

The prototypical example of this comes from Frege (Frege (1892)). The terms "Venus", "the Evening Star", 
"the Morning Star" all refer to the same object, Venus. However, each is slightly different in the sense in which it
refers to Venus. "Venus" is used generically to indicate the second planet from the sun. "The Evening Star" is used
to identify the first bright star seen in the early evening sky. This "star" happens to be, in reality, the planet Venus.
Similarly, "the Morning Star" identifies the last bright star seen in the early mo~ing sky, which also happens to be,
in reality, Venus. However, at one time they were believed by astronomers to be different objects, with the "Evening
Star" and the "Morning Star" believed to actually be stars.

Thus, it is quite possible that someone could have beliefs about all these terms, without knowing that they are
in fact the same object. In trying to tackle this sort of problem, Frege distinguished between the sense of a term
(what he called the Sinn) and its referent (what he tailed the Bedeutung). However, for various technical reasons this
distinction proved difilcuit to formulate, so Russell (1905) developed the notion of intensional 1 sentences. If replacing
terms in a sentence by other terms with the same reference does not preserve the truth or meaning of the sentence,
then that sentence is said to be an intensional sentence and the terms are said to be intensionai terms.

As has been pointed out by many in AI (Brachman (1977), Brachman (1979), Maida & Shapiro (1982), McCarthy
(1979), Woods (1975)) for a system that represents beliefs it is necessary that intensionaiity be accounted for, because
it leads to problems of referential opacity in belief sentences. That is where substitution of equal terms in logical
sentences that involve beliefs is not valid. From this, if, for example, Si]via believes that Venus is a planet, and that
the evening star is Venus, it does not logically follow that she believes that the evening star is a planet.

2.1 Skolemisation and Mental Attitudes

Referential opacity leads to a number of problems. One of these is the skolemisation of propositions involving belief
operators and existential quantifiers. Consider the following example, adapted from Konolige (1986, pp. 38), where
in the first proposition (1) we wish to express that the detective Hercuie Poirot knows who the murderer is in some
case he is investigating.

3:~.Bel( HerculePoiroL Murderer(z)) (1)

In the second proposition (2) we wish to express that Hercule Poirot knows that someone is the murderer but we
do not make any commitment towards him knowing who that person is.

Bel( HerculePoirot, 3z.Murderer(z) (2)

In s normal logical language we can replace existentially quantified variables (such as the "z" in equations 1 and
2) by a constant that represents an object of which the existentially quantified statement is true. This replacement is
known as skolemisation and the resulting constant is called a skolem constant. Doing this in proposition 1 results in
3 where c is the skolem constant.

Bel( HelculePoirot, Murderer(c)) (3)

Similarly, skolemising proposition 2 results in proposition 4.

Bel(HelculePoirot, Murderer(c)) (4)

As can be seen, skolemising the two different proposition has transformed them into the same proposition. Thus, the
status of existentially quantified variables, that have an intervening belief operator between them and their quantifier,

1To be distinguished from intentional, which is concerned with the intent of something.
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must he different from those that have no such intervening belief operator. In other words, quantification is sensitive
to intensioned contexts.

A number of solutions have been proposed to this problem (see Ballim (1992b), Konolige (1086)). However,
it appears to have gone largely unnoticed that this problem applies equally to other mental attitudes. Consider, for
example, propositions 5 and 6, the first intended to convey that Hercule Poirot wants to capture someone in particular,
and the second that he wants to capture someone (though not some particular individual).

3z.Want( HerculePoi,ot, Capture(z))

Wa.t( ge.c~eP ~.o*, 9,.ca~,,e( , ) 
Skolemisin8 either 5 or 6 would result in a proposition like 7, which looses the difference between them.

Want(~e.c~eP~.o~, Ca~..e(c2)) (7)
In fact, replacing "Want" or ~Bel" by other attitude operators illustrates that the problem applies to them as well

(see s-11).

9z.U~l(~e,c,l~P~,o~. Ca~e(=)) (8)

Go~l(He,c~P~,ot. 9,.Cal,,e(,)) (9)

(so)

I,~e,~t( He,c,dePoi, o~, ~..Ca~u,e(.) ( n 

As with the "belief" case, skolemisation would map the two forms to an single form, again losing the difference.
Luckily, the solutions (whichever solution one accepts) for this problem applied to belief can work equally well for the
other attitudes.

2.2 De Dicto and De Re Attitude Reports

In the philosophical literature on belief there is much discussion of the distinction between de ditto belief, and de re
belief and the ability to distinguish these two is taken as a fundamental problem for representing belief.

To understand the problem, consider the following situation (following R~paport (1986)): let us suppose 
Ralph while working late at night sees someone, who he knows to be the janitor, stealing government papers. We
could then say:

Ralph believes that the janitor is a sFY (12)

Further, suppose that unknown to Ralph the janitor has just had the fortune to win the lottery. In that case as
the janitor is the lottery winner we could also report:

Ralph believes that the lottery winner is a spy (13)

In an obvious sense this is incorrect. Ralph does not believe that the lottery winner is a spy because he has nothing
to connect the lottery winner to the janitor, who he does believe is a spy. However, in another sense it is true because
the person who Ralph believes to be a spy is also the lottery winner.

In the traditional view, the first is a referentially opaque context and this type of belief report is called de ditto.
The second is considered to be a referentially transparent context (so equivalent terms can be substituted) end this
type of belief report is called de re. The interpretation of the two sentences must therefore be different. It would be
incorrect to simply represent sentence 12 by proposition 14 if sentence 13 is represented by proposition 15.

Bet(Ralph, is_ spy(janitor)) (24)

Bel( Ralph, is_ sp~ loffery_ winz~er ) (15)
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One solution to this problem is to explicitly have different de dicto and de re belief operators (e.g., BeIDD and
Be/DR), although other solutions exist which do not require this (see Ballim (1992b)). As with the skolemisation
problem, it is easy to create a scenario from which it can be seen that the interpretation of other mental attitudes
can also have de dicto and de re interpretations. Consider, for example in our story about Ralph and the janitor,
interpreting the following sentences:

Ralph wants to capture the janitor. (16)

Ralph wants to capture the lottery winner. (17)

Ralph saw the janitor steal the documents. (18)

Ralph saw the lottery winner steal the documents. (19)

Again, the solutions for the de ditto/de re problem for belief can be applied to the other mentalistic notions. The
point being made is that there are a large number of problems of belief which arise from the fact that belief demarcates
the propositions and mental universe of an individual. However belief is not unique in doing this. Other mentalistic
notions also mark the boundaries of an individuals mental universe, thus the same problems apply to them, and
(happily) the same solutions may be used.

3 Attributing Mental Attitudes to Agents

The general process of assigning content to the beliefs of others we have termed belief attribution (Ballim (1992a),
Ballim (1992b)). We have further divided this into two types:

¯ belief interpretation: which is the process of attributing beliefs to agents based on interpreting their utterances
or actions;

¯ belief ascription: which is the process of making general attributions to an agent based on principles of common-
ality, and on general classification information concerning the agent.

We refer to instances of the former of these as micro-attributions, because they depend on the application of
particular rules to the actual utterances and actions, producing a small number of attributions as a result. In effect,
they act at a micro-level, making individually argued attributions, which are then (in general) only revoked by stronger
counter-arguments.

Instances of the latter process are referred to as macro-attributions, because they use general principles (such as
assuming commonality of belief amongst agents, unless there is evidence to contradict instances of this commonality)
to attribute groups of belief to an agent. In effect, they may be said to act at a macro-level, making collections of
attributions that are argued for as a collection, and hence individual attributions may easily be revoked by either more
specific collective arguments, or by individual counter-arguments.

Note that the terms "micro" and "macro" are not chosen to belittle the notion of micro-attribution, but to indicate
the scale at which each works. It is our contention that both are necessary: macro-attributions to provide a quick,
large model of the beliefs of the other agent; and, micro-attributions to provide a well honed model. Thus individual
attributions made by macro-attribution are generally more open to refutation than those made by micro-attribution.

3.1 Belief Ascription

Our work to now has concentrated on macro belief attributions with, more recently (Ballim (1992b)), investigation
of its interaction with micro belief attribution. Belief interpretation is a process which has received attention in
philosophy (Bach, 1982; Dennett, 1982) as well as in AI (Kass & Fiuin, 1988; Maida, 1986; Shadbolt, 1983; Waldster
& Kobsa, 1985).

Belief ascription is the attribution of groups of beliefs to an agent based on various principles of commonality.
There are two predominant methods for dyvAmlcany making such ascriptions of beliefs, etc., to other agents. One
method is to have stereotypical models, i.e., pre-existent models that fit stereotypical groups of people. Then, by
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determining which stereotypes fit an individual we can ascribe the beliefs of those stereotypes to the agent. This
method is wide-spread within user-modeLing systems (see, for example, Chin (1989), Rich (1989)).

A second method is to take the system’s beliefs as a starting point, and perturb them in some fashion to generate
the beliefs of other agents. The basis of this method is the assumption that for the most part our beliefs are consensus],
i.e., that most of the information necessary for communication is assumed to be mutually shared between agents. This
notion has been the basis for proposals by Wilks & Bien (1979) and Wilks & Bien (1983), whereby beliefs can 
ascribed to an agent unless there is explicit evidence against the ascription.

The simplest form of this ascription algorithm, first described in Wllks & Bien (1979) and Wilks & Bien (1983),
is that a nested model (called a viewpoint, because it represents someone’s view of someone else) should be generated
using a default rule for ascription of beliefs that reflects the assumption of commonality. The default ascriptional rule
is to ~sume that another person’s view is the same as one’s own ezcept where there is ezpiicit evidence to tl~e contrary.

Before continuing, it will be useful to discuss briefly the important types of environments used in the basic per-
turbation ascription algorithm. An environment is a small, explicit grouping of beliefs, collected under some form of
indexing (so, when necessary, may be considered as typed, labelled sets). The particular form of indexing is the initial
basis for determining the type of any given environment.

For the basic perturbation ascription algorithm, there are two important types of environment:

(i) viewpoints, environments that represent a particular agent’s point of view;

(il) topics, environments that contain beliefs that are relevant to a given subject (the topic).

A belief environment will be denoted by the symbol B, with a superscripted argument denoting the agent whose
viewpoint it is. Thus, the system’s belief environment could be indicated by B°’°’’’~. A group of objects (propositions
or environments) which are within a viewpoint can be referred to by enclosing them in square parentheses, and
juxtaposing with the symbol for the viewpoint. So, referring to two viewpoints (say, John’s and Jim’s) that are within
the system’s viewpoint can be done as in Equation 20.

Bj,. ] (20)
A topic environment will be denoted by the symbol .4 with s superscripted argument indicating the topic, and

using the same mechanism as for viewpoints to indicate individual contents or groups of them. So, s topic environment
about atoms could be indicated by ~’*°’~. The systems’ beliefs about atoms could then be represented as in Equation
21.

B°"t*’~ "A’*°’~ I Light(atom)
s, u(ato ) (21)

Belief ascription operators can then be defined based on different criteria for projection the contents of one envi-
ronment into another. The belief ascription program ViewGen which is described in Ballim & Wilks (1991b) uses 
ascription process which is based on the following:

Definition 1 (Ungrounded Environment) An ungrounded environment is a (potentially sorted) set of (possibly)
sentences in the internal representation, and (again, possibly) grounded environments. An ungrounded environment
will generally be written as e~, .for i >_ O.

Definition 2 (Grounded Environment) A grounded environment is a tuple (T, L, £), where T is an environment
type, L is a label appropriate .for the type T, and e is an ungrounded environment.

Definition $ (Ungrounded Environment Proper Subset) Let £0 and £t be two ungrounded environments.
is said to be an ungrounded environment proper subset of £x if the contente of ~o are a proper subset of the contents

of £x. This is written as £o~£x.

Definition 4 (Ungrounded Environment Improper Subset) Let £o and £x be two ungrounded environments.
is said to be an ungrounded environment proper subset of £t if the contents of eo are an improper subset of the

E
contents of ~x. This is written as E0_C£x.
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Definition 5 (Ungrounded Environment Union) Zet F.0 and El be two u~grounded environments. The un-
grounded environment union of the two is deigned to be the ungrounded environment whose contents is the union

t £of the contents of £o and Ex. If£2 is this ~ngrounded environment, then it is written as EoUgx=E2.

Definition 6 (Permissive Ascription) Let B"*~’c" be an environment from which a ascription is being made, and
let B’’’e’’ be the target environment of that o, acription.

Define the permissive ascriptions candidates (PA) such that

PA =

The permissive ascription environment (PAE) is then defined to be the environment E’~*’, which is the intersection
over the elements of PA.

This operation must then be coupled with s process that determines the set of environments relevant to the
nesting under construction and orders them so that the ascription is performed iteratively over the ordered relevant
environments (Bailim & Wilks, 1990).

Our work has fused the two types of belief ascription (stereotypes and perturbation) via the more general notions
of typicality and atypicality m dual notions that Allow us to express what sort of agents typically hold particular
beliefs, sad which beliefs are atypical to particular agents. This is done by considering typicality and atypicality as
an expression of the competency that some agent (or group of agents) has in holding a belief. In other words, if 
can say that only particular groups have the competency to hold a particular belief (say P) then this is equivalent
to saying that the belief P is atypically held by that group. This notion of competency is represented via lambda
expressions whose evaluation depends on the environment in which they are being evaluated. The exact details of this
are too complex to discuss here, and the in~.erested reader is referred to Ballim & Wilks (1991b) and Bailim (1992b)
for further information.

3.2 Adapting Belief Ascription for General Attitude Ascription

Consider now the attribution of mental attitudes besides that of belief. At first sight this has been extensively covered in
the literature. In, particular, work deeding with speech acts (Austin, 1962; Searle, 1969) has been intensively concerned
with the identification of intentions, plans, goals, etc., from utterances (e.g., Allen & Perrauit (1980), Cohen & Levesque
(1980), Perrault & Allen (1980)) as has much other work on language understanding (e.g., Carberry (1990), 
& Pollack (1989), Pollack (198T), Sidner & Israel (1981)).

However, these studies have at least one thing in common, which is that they are all influenced by the notion
of analysing utterances (or behaviour) to determine the mental attitudes of the utterer. In other words, to adapt
the dichotomy previously employed, they are micro-attributions of mental attitudes based on direct arguing from
the utterances of the agents to whom the attributions are being made. The question is then raised: if these are
micro-attributions, then is there some macro-attribution for other mental attitudes such as has been identified for
belief?.

In this paper it is claimed that the macro-attribution mechanism for belief can be adapted easily for other attitudes.
In other words, the notions of commonality: typicality, and atypicality as applied to belief, can be adopted for other
mental attitudes. This has a number of advantages: (i) entire groups of attitudes can be ascribed to agents, reducing
the amount of work necessary; (ii) the process of micro-attributions may then be simplified to take into account the
attitudes attributed by the macro-attributions.

Two distinct possibilities to which one might consider adapting belief ascription to other attitudes will be consid-
ered:

(1) The attitude to which we are adapting is to be used as the final attitude in a nested belief context. For example,
"the System believes John believes Mark has goal X," or "the System believes David intends Y."
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(2) The attitudes may form an arbitrary nesting. For example, "the System intends that John has goal Z," or "the
System has a goal that Graham believes W."

The first of these possibilities is referred to in this paper as simple adaptation because it can be seen as a special
case of belief ascription where the proposition(s) being ascribed axe other attitudes. It requires that for any attitude
which we wish to adapt, propositional attitudes (PAs) of that form axe stored (whenever possible) with respect 
agent groups for whom it is typically held in the same way as beliefs axe in the ViewGen system, and, similaxly, they
axe partitioned according to topics. Thus, for example, the obligation to go regularly to church could be considered a
typical obligation of religious people about religion, the desire to meet their favourite film-stax could be a typical desire
of movie-fans about film-staxs, and plans to move blocks could be typical plans for block-movin8 computer programs
about blocks.

The main change is determining to what extent the commonality principle (that other’s have roughly the same
beliefs as ourselves) can be applied to other attitudes, i.e., to what extent might we assume that other agents have
the same desires, goals, abilities, intentions, hopes, etc. as ourselves. While it is certainly true that not everyone has
the same abilities, hopes, desires, etc., we axe probably safe in assuming a laxge degree of commonality for most of the
propositional attitudes as long as we have the ability to distinguish between typical and atypical attitudes, hence the
belief ascription method should adapt directly to other attitudes.

Consider a simple example where the system has the desire about football hooligans that they be barred from
attending matches (Equation 22). Now, using the normal belief ascription mechanism this could be ascribed 
someone else, say John, resulting in Equation 23.

(22)

B°" "*"BJot’’B~o*".4h**’i’*"°[barred(hooligans)] (23)

On the other hand, hooligans would (atypically) hold the desire that they should not be barred, and so the
ascription would fail for them.

What then of the second possibility: adapting belief ascription to be used in arbitrary nested attitudes. Simple
adaptation works because we axe, in effect, simply treatin 8 the other attitudes as special "propositions". We must
first determine what iterations make sense with the second possibility (e.g., does it make sense to form the nesting
"I desire that John has the ability that Mark has the ability that David intends that Philip hopes that the holligans
axe barred"?). A start is to take each ordered pair of attitudes and state if they form an acceptable nesting. Table 
is an initial proposal for which ordered pairs (row followed by column) might be acceptable2 with "~p indicating an
acceptable pair; ,/?s indicating acceptable although debatable; "×" indicating not acceptable; "×?" indicating not
acceptable although debatable; and "?" indicating that it’s debatable.

II Belief I Kn°wl" ] Desire [Intent. I Oblig. [ Goal[Plan I Abinty [ Choice I Commit. l Hope I Percept. I

Table I: Valid Attitude Orderings

~Remembet thst s nested pair generally may be of the form u! z III P" or "Hel z He2 ~l P" where "x" and "y" are -ttitudes; "I",
"He1", "He2" sre sgents; and "P" is the object of the nesting.
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Assuming, then, that the acceptability of a nesting of attitudes depends on the nested pairs within that nesting
(an assumption which will need to be validated) it is possible to say if a nesting is valid or not. The possibly surprising
result of this reflection is that there seems to be no pair for which one can say outright that it is invalid, although
some pairs are more dubious than others. An ares to be explore further is to redo this table so that there is one for
introspective nestlngs, and another for non-introspective nestings, to see if this makes a difference.

The next question, then, is to determine for which pairs of attitudes does it make sense to assume commonality
along with notions of typicality and atypicality to allow ascription from one to another: e.g., does it make sense to
say that if A hopes that P, then A hopes that B plans that P? Tables 2 and 3 are initial proposals along this line,
the former indicating commonality for introspective ascription, and the latter for non-introspective ascription. These
tables are to be read as follows: look at the entry for attitude at row i, and then find the cell for the attitude at
column j. This represents the validity of using commonality to make the ascription from i,oP to i, Oj, lP (where a0
and al are different agents for non-introspection, but the same agent for introspection).

H Belief [ Knowl. ] Desire I Intent. I Oblig. I Goal I Plan [Ability I Choice I Commit. J Hope [Percept.
Belief ~/ x ? x ’x x x x x x x x x

Knowl. V/ ~/ x x x x X x X X x X
De.ire ~’ ~/ ~’ ~. x ¢ ¢ y, x ~/ y, ¢
Intent. V/ V/ ~/ y/ x ~/ ~/ V/ V/ V/ 9/ 9/
Oblig. x x x V/ x x x x x %/ x x
Ooa x x x x x x x/ ~/ x x x x
Plan x x x x x x x ~/ x x x ~/

Ability V/ V/ x x x V/ ~/ ? ~/ ~/ V/ 9/
Choice × x yt V/ x 9/ x x ~/ V/ × ×

Hope × × ~/ ~ × ¢ ¢ ¢ ~/ ¢ ~/ ×:
Percept. ~/ V/ X X x x x x X x x ~/

Table 2: Introspective Commonality Ascription Validity

Belief
H Belief[Knowl. [Desire I Intent. [Oblig. I Go~ I Plan [Ability [Choice I Commit. I Hope [Percept.

X X X X X X X X X X X

Knowl. ¢ X X X X X X X X X X

Desire ? ? ,/ x? x? x? x? x? x? x?
Intent. x? x? x? x? x? x? x?
Oblig. x? X X X X X X X X X X X

Goal x? X X x? X X X X X

Plan X X X X X X X X X X X X

Ability ? X X X X X X X X X X

Choice X X X X X X X X X X X X

Commit. x? X X X X X X X X X X X

Hope x? X x? x? x? x? x? x? x? x? x?
Percept. X X X X X X X X X X X X

Table 3: Non-Introspective Commonality Ascription Validity

In interpreting these two tables, it must be remembered that their purpose is to allow us to decide what nesting
misht be made using commonality and the notions of typicality and atypicality, so the nestings generated would be
easily defensible and would allow for the ascription of attitudes to an agent based on atypical properties of the agent.
So, where there is "~/" in the table it is proposed that ascription is possible using the principle of commonality,
and where there is "V/?.", "?’, or "×?" ascription might be possible by use of atypicality properties. It is proposed,
therefore, that the belief ascription algorithm can be adapted to form nestings where no pair in the nesting are given
as "×" in the above tables.
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4 Conclusion

This paper first described how certain problems of belief hold for any mentalistic notion, but that the solutions to
these problems of belief can also be used for those other notions. The idea that solutions in "belief’ can be applied
to the other notions was taken one step further, by postulating that belief ascription (a macro-attribution method
for beliefs) could be useful in making macro-attributions of other attitudes, etc. In the simple case where the other
notions are the last in a nesting of beliefs, this is simple. In constructing a nesting of arbitrary it is not so simple.

A number of steps where taken towards determining the applicability of macro-attribution to other attitudes: (1)
the mental notions were examined to see which pairs formed sensible nestings; (2) it was suggested for which pairs the
ascription mechanism might reasonably work. The suggestions here need to be born out by experiment. This is the
next phase of this work
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